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Extended Abstract

Observations of the redshifted 21-cm signal of neutral hydrogen from the epochs of Cosmic Dawn and Reionization
hold the potential to unveil new astrophysical phenomena during the early universe. The reported detection of the
21-cm absorption feature in the sky-averaged spectrum by the EDGES collaboration is unexpectedly deep [1] and
non-standard (astro)physical models are required to explain the said absorption trough [2, 3, 4]. If confirmed, a
deeper absorption feature will also enhance the brightness temperature fluctuations of the redshifted 21-cm signal,
which is well within reach of the NenuFAR radio telescope observing in the z ∼ 16−27 redshift range.

NenuFAR is a new phased array radio interferometer located in Nançay (France), aiming for statistical measure-
ment of the 21-cm signal fluctuations from the Cosmic Dawn [5]. The NenuFAR interferometer currently consists
of 56 operational mini arrays (+2 outriggers) of 19 dipoles each observing in the 10-90 MHz frequency range.
Precision calibration of the NenuFAR array is a crucial observational challenge and requires high dynamic range
(∼ 105) calibration to detect the signal of interest successfully.

Calibration of NenuFAR is a combination of various steps that include high-accuracy bandpass calibration to
calibrate the less-smooth frequency bandpass of the instrument and mitigation of cable reflections; accurate peeling
of bright sources Cas A, Cyg A and Vir A that may leak to the main field of view through grating lobes; direction
independent and dependent calibration. Here we discuss various methods that we utilize for different calibration
steps such as combined use of bright calibrator observations and auto-correlations for precise bandpass calibration,
use of available diffuse and compact source sky-models for DI and DD calibration.
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